CT metal artifact reduction (MAR) is a notoriously challenging task because the artifacts are structured and nonlocal in the image domain. However, they are inherently local in the sinogram domain. DuDoNet is the state-ofthe-art MAR algorithm which exploits the latter characteristic by learning to reduce artifacts in the sinogram and image domain jointly. By design, DuDoNet treats the metal-affected regions in sinogram as missing and replaces them with the surrogate data generated by a neural network. Since fine-grained details within the metal-affected regions are completely ignored, the artifact-reduced CT images by DuDoNet tend to be over-smoothed and distorted. In this work, we investigate the issue by theoretical derivation. We propose to address the problem by (1) retaining the metal-affected regions in sinogram and (2) replacing the binarized metal trace with the metal mask projection such that the geometry information of metal implants is encoded. Extensive experiments on simulated datasets and expert evaluations on clinical images demonstrate that our network called DuDoNet++ yields anatomically more precise artifact-reduced images than DuDoNet, especially when the metallic objects are large.
Introduction
Modern computed tomography (CT) systems are able to provide accurate images for diagnosis [21] . However, highly dense objects such as metallic implants lead to severe streaking artifacts, which degrade the image quality of CT and its diagnosis value. Nowadays, with the increasing use of metallic objects and widely adopted low-dose CT, metal artifact reduction (MAR) has become an important problem in CT imaging [23] . During a random survey, Boas et al. [3] reported that 48 out of 234 medical scans contained metal artifacts. Compared with normal body tissues, metals have high densities, sharp boundaries, and different attenuation profiles, which lead to severe beam hardening, photon noise, and partial volume artifacts [1, 27, 4] . The contaminated projection data (sinogram) results in non-local artifacts in image domain after reconstruction. The challenge of MAR aggravates when the metallic objects are large.
Conventional MAR algorithms can be grouped into three categories: iterative reconstruction, image domain MAR and sinogram domain MAR. Iterative approaches are often time-consuming and require hand-crafted regularizers, which limit their practical impacts [6, 29, 5, 15, 12] . Image domain methods aim to directly estimate and then remove the streak artifacts from original contaminated image by image processing techniques [28, 17] , but they achieve limited success in suppressing artifacts. Sinogram domain methods treat metal-affected regions in sinogram as missing and replace them by interpolation [16, 14] or forward projection [21, 33] . The mismatches in singoram data after interpolation always result in strong secondary artifacts in the reconstructed image [16, 31, 14] . Forward projection methods first estimate a prior image with various tissue information from the uncorrected image, and then forward project the prior to complete the sinogram [21, 22, 33] . This kind of methods benefit from the clean regions and useful information in corrupted CT image but with strong metal artifacts, the prior estimation errors lead to unfaithful structures. Also, all the sinogram methods would introduce streak artifacts tangent to the metallic objects, as the discontinuity in sinogram is unavoidable.
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has been applied to solve MAR [18, 11, 26, 8, 9, 19] . Zhang et al. [34] use CNN to generate a prior image from simulated raw and beam-hardening corrected images. Wang et al. [30] apply conditional generative adversarial network to learn from paired CT images of pre-and post-cochlear implantation. Gjesteby et al. [8] use a deep network to reduce the secondary artifacts after the normalized MAR method [21] with a perceptual loss. Also, lots of efforts have been made to apply CNNs to sinogram completion [7, 23, 10] .
While metal artifacts are non-local in the image domain, they are inherently local in the sinogram domain. Aiming to exploit the latter characteristic, the dual domain network (DuDoNet) shown in Figure 1a has been recently proposed to reduce the artifact jointly in sinogram and image domains, which offers advantages over the single domain methods [20] . Specifically, DuDoNet consists of two separate networks, one for sinogram enhancement (SE) and the other for image enhancement (IE). These two networks are connected by a Radon inversion layer to allow gradient propagation during training. DuDoNet achieves stateof-the-art MAR performance on a large-scale database with simulated metal artifacts.
However, there are still some limitations in DuDoNet [20] . First, in the SE network, a binarized metal trace map is used to indicate the presence of metal in the sinogram. We will theoretically show that such a binarized map is a rather crude representation that totally discards the detail inside the metal mask projection. Second, in DuDoNet, the dual domain enhancement is applied on the linearly interpolated sinograms and the correspondingly reconstructed CT. Since linear interpolation only provides a rough estimate to the corrupted sinogram data, the process often results in undesirable secondary artifact, which makes the learning difficult, especially when the metallic implant is large. The artifact reduced images tend to be over-smoothed and severely distorted around regions with high density materials, e.g. bones. Finally, the training data in DuDoNet are simulated by a limited number of projection angles and rays and consequently metal artifact is compounded by strong under-sampling effect.
To addresses the limitations of DuDoNet [20] , we present the DuDoNet++ approach utilizing the realistic information in the original sinogram and image while clearly specifying the metal mask projection. For the SE-Net, instead of using binarized metal trace as input, the SE-Net in the form of U-Net like structure takes the metal mask projection as input and encode it throughout the encoding path in order to best leverage the knowledge of the mask projection. For the IE-Net, rather than using the synthetic image reconstructed from linearly interpolated sinograms, we propose to directly use the metal-affected real image as input. Additionally, it takes the metal mask as input too. Further-more, we introduce a padding scheme that is designed for sinogram and increase the number of projection angles and rays to avoid the under-sampling effect.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• To alleviate the difficulty of enhancing a contaminated sinogram, we use the metal mask projection to guide the restoration. Such a guidance is theoretically justified and brings substantial performance improvement.
• To promote the realism of recovered image, we directly uses the metal-affected real image, together with the metal mask, as input to the image enhancement network.
• We boost the MAR performance of DuDoNet by a large margin (over 4dB) on a large-scale database of simulated images. The boost is more evident when the metallic objects are large. Expert evaluations show the effectiveness of our model in clinical scenario.
Problem Formulation
2.1. Polychromatic CT imaging model.
CT images represent spatial distribution of linear attenuation coefficients, which indicate the underlying anatomical structure within the human body. Let X(E) denote the linear attenuation image at energy level E. According to Lambert-Beer's Law [2] , the ideal projection data (sinogram) S detected by the CT scanner can be expressed as:
where η(E) represents fractional energy at E and P denotes a forward projection operator. Let x denote a pixel index. X(E, x) can be written as a combination of multiple linear attenuation coefficient of different materials indexed by k,
where the mass attenuation coefficient λ k (E) depends on E and k, and ρ k (x) is the concentration of material k at pixel x. Mass attenuation coefficients of normal body tissue such as water-equivalent component λ w (E) and bone λ b (E) are almost constant with respect to the energy level E, while the mass attenuation coefficient of metal λ m (E) has a large variation. When the metal is absent, let X = X(E), we have S = P(X). The CT reference imageX can be reconstructed from the sinogram S by the filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm P −1 :X = P −1 (S).
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Metal artifacts.
When the metallic implants are present, X(E) has large variations with respect to E because λ m (E) changes rapidly:
where X m (E) denotes the linear attenuation image of the metallic implants, X r = X (1 − M ) denotes the residual image without the implants, which we want to restore, ρ m is the density of metal, and M denotes a metal mask,
where x is a pixel, δ[true] = 1 and δ[f alse] = 0. According to (2) and the linearity of P, the forward projection of X m (E) can be written as:
where M p = P(M ) is the metal mask projection. Substituting (5) into (1) yields
It is clear that observed sinogram S ma consists of two terms. The first term P(X r ) is the projection data originated from X r . The second term brings metal artifacts. Sinogram domain MAR algorithms aim to restore a clean counterpart S * (ideally S * = P(X r ) ) from the contaminated sinogram S ma . Then, an artifact-reduced image X * could be inferred by P −1 (S * ).
Proposed Method
To take advantage of the learning from both sinogram and image domains, we use a sinogram enhancement network (SE-Net) and an image enhancement network (IE-Net) to jointly restore a clean image.
SE-Net.
To restore a clean sinogram from S ma , conventional methods remove the second term in (6) through inpainting. Following this concept, DuDoNet takes linearly interpolated sinogram S LI and binarized metal trace M t as inputs for sinogram domain enhancement, where
Here, we observe that the second term in (6) is actually a function of M p . Therefore, we propose to directly utilize the knowledge of metal mask projection M p . Here, SE-Net uses a pyramid U-Net architecture φ SE [19] , which takes both X ma and M p as inputs. To retain the projection information, M p goes through average pooling layers and then fuse with multi-scale feature maps. We propose a new padding strategy for sinogram data. Since sinogram data is periodic along projection angles, we use periodic padding along the direction of projection angles and zero padding along the direction of detectors, as shown in Figure 2 . In DuDoNet, zero padding is used in both directions. The new padding strategy can forward more useful information for convolution .
Metals only affect part of the sinogram data of the corresponding projection pathway. To retain the correct sinogram data outside the metal trace, the enhanced sinogram S se is given by a composition of the output of φ SE and S ma with respect to M t :
We reconstruct the sinogram enhanced image X se by the differentiable Radon Inversion layer (RIL) P −1 first introduced in [20] , X se = P −1 (S se ).
We train φ SE with an L 1 loss,
and use the masked Radon consistency loss to penalize secondary artifact after reconstruction [20] ,
IE-Net.
To suppress the secondary artifact in X se , we apply an image enhancement net, which refines X se with M and X ma . The network contains two initial convolutional layers, a U-net [25] and a final convolutional layer. To pay attention to the strongly distorted regions, we concatenate an image (X se or X ma ) with metal mask M separately and obtain mask-aware feature maps by an initial convolutional layer with 64 3 × 3 kernels. The two sets of mask-aware feature maps are concatenated as the input for tge subsequent U-Net. We use a 4-depth U-Net to output a 64-ch feature map. Then, a final convolutional layer outputs the enhanced image X out . To summarize, the whole process can be written as:
A masked L 1 loss is used to train φ IE :
The final loss of our model is:
where α se , α rc , and α ie are blending weights. We empirically set them to 1.
Experiment
Dataset
Simulation Data. Following [34] , degraded S ma and X ma are generated by inserting metallic objects into clean CT image X gt using the metal artifact simulation pipeline with consideration of Poisson noise and partial volume effect. We replace the pixel value of metal mask in X gt with water to obtain sinogram ground truth S gt by forward projection.
We randomly select 4,200 clean CT images from a large scale CT datebase DeepLesion [32] and use 100 metal masks from [34] . Various metal implants are included, such as dental fillings, spine fixed crews, hip prostheses, coiling and wires, etc. We combine 4,000 images with 90 masks for training and 200 images with 10 masks for testing, yielding 360,000 cases for training and 2,000 cases for testing. We use a fan-beam geometry with 640 uniformly sampled projection angles between 0-360 degree and 641 detector channels per projection angle. The sinogram data have a size of 641 × 640. Note that in the original DuDoNet, the sinogram size is 321×320, which is smaller. The distance from the Xray source and the rotation center is set to 105.84 cm. For the polychromatic X-ray source, we assume a same spectrum η(E) as in [20] and an incident flux photon number of 2 × 10 7 to simulate Poisson noise. To save GPU memory, we resize all the CT images to 416 × 416.
Clinical Data. For testing, given a real clinical metalaffected image X ma , we first segment M base on a threshold of 3000 HU and then obtain the mask projection M p = P(M ). We assume that X ma is obtained by P −1 of the real S ma . Instead of simulating S ma from a polychromatic projection in [20] , we use P(X ma ) as a reasonable estimation of S ma since the artifacts related to beam-hardening, Poisson noise and partial volume effect are already present in the real image X ma . We evaluate the proposed method using two clinical datasets. We refer them as DL and CL. DL represents the DeepLesion dataset [32] , which includes 928,020 CT images and 32,120 key slices are annotated with representative lesions. CL is a clinical CT scan for a patient with metal rods and screws after spinal fusion. CL is acquired on a GE Discovery CT750 HD scanner with 120 kVp and 275 mAs. We randomly select 30 slices from DL and 10 slices from CL with more than 100 pixels above 3,000 HU and moderate or severe metal artifacts. 
Implementation and Training Details
Our model is implemented using the PyTorch framework [24] . We use the Adam optimizer with (β1, β2) = (0.5, 0.999) to train the model. The learning rate starts from 0.0002, and is halved for every 30 epochs. The model is trained on a Nvidia 2080Ti GPU card with 11 GB RAM for 201 epochs with a batch size of 2.
Evaluation Methods
Metrics. We use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) to evaluate on the corrected image. Compared with neutral images, CT images are presented with a much larger dynamic range of -1024 to +3071 HU. To better quantify the performance for clinical diagnosis, we use a soft tissue window in the range of [-175, +275] HU to compute the metrics. To evaluate the sinogram restoration performance, we use mean square error (MSE) to compare the enhanced S se with S gt . We group results according to the size of metal implants to investigate the MAR performance. The size of the 10 metal masks in the testing set are [32, 53, 111, 115, 115, 242, 448, 878, 879, 2054] , and we group every two masks from large to small.
Rating. A proficient radiologist with about 20 years of reading experience is invited to rate the image quality for each group of the corrected images by paying close attention to ameliorating beam hardening, removing primary streaky artifact, reducing secondary streaky artifacts and overall image quality. With the original metal-affected image on the leftmost, we combine the outputs of different methods in a random order. The radiologist is asked to rate all the images in each group, with a rating from 1, indicating very good MAR performance, to 4, not effective at all. We use paired T-test to compare the ratings between every two methods.
Ablation Study
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of different module of proposed architecture. We use the following configurations for this ablation study: Table 1 , we can observe the use of M p instead of M t improves the performance for at least 4.1 dB in PNSR and reduces MSE from 0.95219 to 0.00074 for all metal sizes. The groups with large metal implants benefit more than groups with small metal implants. As shown in Figure 3 , SE 0 -Net can not restore the sinogram correctly: the artifacts in metal trace are over-removed or under-removed, which introduces bright and dark bands in the reconstructed CT image. With help of M p , SE-Net can suppress the artifacts even when the metallic implants are large and the surrogate data are more consistent with the correct data outside the metal trace.
Effect of sinogram padding. From the SE-Net to SE pnet, we observe sinogram padding mainly improves the performance in the group with largest metal objects, with a PSNR gain of 0.15 dB and a MSE reduction of 0.00048. Figure 3 demonstrates the model with sinogram padding restores finer details of soft tissue between large metallic objects. The reason is that periodic padding along projection angles retains more correct information than zero-padding.
Effect of dual domain learning. Table 1 shows the performance of the SE p -IE-Net is much better than the IE-Net (3.0 dB higher) and SEP-Net (9.5 dB higher). Because of the differentiable RIL layer, the sinogram restoration also benefits from dual domain learning with a reduction of 0.0001 in MSE. As shown in Figure 4 , the IE-net is capable of removing the small and moderate streak artifacts, but fails to reduce the strong black and bright bands along the projection pathway of metallic objects. the SE p -Net can suppress most of the artifacts and recover underlying anatomy structure roughly, but secondary artifacts are unavoidable. With dual-domain learning, the SE p -Net first restore the inconsistent sinogram and then IE-Net remove the new small artifacts. Figure 5 . Comparison of refinement with and without Xma.
Effect of learning with X ma . When X se is jointly restored with the corrupted X ma , the sinogram correction per-formance is affected with an increment of 0.00033 in MSE, but the overall image quality is improved by 0.7 dB. More details of soft tissue around metal are retained and the image becomes sharper, as shown in Figure 5 .
Comparison on Simulation Data
We compare DuDoNet++ with multiple state-of-the-art MAR methods: LI [16] , NMAR [21] , cGAN-CT [30] , CN-NMAR [34] , and DuDoNet [20] . LI and NMAR are traditional algorithms, in which we use the simulated S ma as inputs. Wang et al. [30] propose conditional GAN for MAR purely in image domain. Here we refer their method as cGan-CT and retrain the model using pix2pix [13] on our simulation data. For CNNMAR, we use the trained model provided by [34] . Here, the original DuDoNet is retrained on two simulation datasets and supervised with X gt . We refer the model trained on the dataset of [20] with the sinogram resolution (321 × 320) as Baseline DuDoNet. DuDoNet* denotes the model trained on new simulation data with larger sinogram resolution (641 × 640).
Quantitative comparisons. Table 2 shows the quantitative comparisons of state-of-the-art methods. Notice that the MSE of DuDoNet is not comparable with other methods because of different geometries and a coarser geometry makes sinogram inpainting an easier task. We can see all the sinogram domain MAR algorithms outperform image enhancement approach cGAN-CT in PSNR and SSIM. It is because the sinogram restoration only happens inside the metal trace and the correct sinogram data outside the metal trace help to retain the anatomical structure. CNN based methods (CNNMAR, DuDoNet*, DuDoNet++) achieve much better MAR performance than traditional methods, with higher PSNRs and SSIMs in image domain and lower MSEs in sinogram domain. Among all the state-of-theart methods, CNNMAR achieves the best performance in sinogram enhancement and DuDoNet achieves best performance in reconstructed images. With a finer geometry, DuDoNet* performs better than baseline DuDoNet in PSNR and SSIM. The proposed DuDoNet++ attains the best performance in all metal sizes, with an overall improvement of 4.2 dB in PSNR compared with DuDoNet and 99.4% reduction in MSE compared with CNNMAR. Visual comparisons. Figure 6 shows visual comparisons in three cases of metallic implants from small to large. For cGan-CT, when the metallic implants are large, the overall intensity shifts and the soft tissues are not visible in the display window. Sinogram domain or dual domain methods perform much better than cGan-CT. Figure  6a shows two small metallic implants, we could observe small streaky artifacts tangent to metallic objects and a dark band between metallic objects. All the methods can remove the high intensity metal artifacts in sinogram. Sinogram domain methods (LI, NMAR, CNN-MAR) produce stronger secondary artifacts and the reconstructed images get blurred. DuDoNet suppresses all the secondary artifacts through dual domain learning, but the finer details around the smaller metal objects are lost compared with DuDoNet++. As shown in Figure 6b , two spinal rods cause severe streaky artifacts and metal shadows, we could hardly see the bone structures between the two rods. In this case, strong secondary artifacts distort the whole image in LI, NMAR and CNNMAR. In NMAR image, there are fake bone structures around the metals. It is caused by segmentation error in the prior image of strong metal artifacts in corrupted X ma . The segmentation error is also visible in NMAR sinogram. CNNMAR cannot restore the correct bone structures between rods. The tissues around the rods are over-smoothed in DuDoNet because the sinogram data within metal trace is smooth and lack edge information. The DuDoNet+ image restores the anatomical structures without distortion. Figure 6c considers a hip prosthesis with strong star-like artifacts and white artifacts between the two metal parts. Sinogram domain methods cannot suppress the secondary artifacts and all the other methods fail to recover structures around metallic implants. DuDoNet takes LI sinogram and image as inputs, the missing information cannot be inferred later. DuDoNet++ retains more structural information than DuDoNet, and generates anatomically more faithful artifact-reduced images.
Clinical Study
Rating. Table 3 summarizes the ratings and P values for comparison between DuDoNet++ and the other methods. The performance of DuDoNet++ is significantly better than cGan-CT, LI, NMAR, CNNMAR on both datasets (all P values ≤ 0.03). DuDoNet++ also achieves better ratings than DuDoNet.
Visual comparisons. Figure 7 shows three clinical CT images with metal artifacts. Case 1 and 2 are with small and moderate metal artifacts. cGan-CT does not suppress the artifacts completely and generate some fake details. LI, NMAR, CNN-MAR remove all the artifacts but introduce new streak artifacts, which is caused by the discontinuity in corrected sinogram. DuDoNet outputs over-smoothed sinogram, which causes blurred tissues close to the metal implants, such as muscle and bone. Only DuDoNet++ can provide realistic enhanced sinogram and remove the artifacts while retaining the structure of nearby tissues. Case 3 is very challenging as the rods bring strong metal shadows and bright artifacts around the vertebra. cGan-CT recovers the shape of vertebra but changes the overall image intensity. Other sinogram inpainting methods fail as the soft tissue and bone near the rods are heavily distorted. DuDoNet++ removes part of the dark bands and reproduce correct anatomical structure around the rods.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present DuDoNet++ to better solve the metal artifact reduction problem. We propose encoding mask projection for the sinogram restoration while utilizing the metal-affected real image and sinogram to retain the rich information in dual domain learning. With the fine details recovered in metal trace, our model can correctly restore the underlying anatomical structure even with large metallic objects. Visual comparisons and qualitative evaluations demonstrate that DuDoNet++ yields better image quality than competing approaches and shows great potential of reducing metal artifacts even when applied to clinical images. In future, we plan to conduct a large scale clinical study to thoroughly evaluate the DuDoNet++ approach in real clinical practices.
Sma/Xma cGAN-CT [30] LI [16] NMAR [21] CNNMAR [34] DuDoNet* DuDoNet++ Figure 7 . Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on clinical CT images with metal artifacts.
